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We are a full-scale, integrated and
interdisciplinary team group of
consultants that is shared between
start ups and cutting-edge small
or big long term care and post
acute care business. 

Our mission is to challenge the
traditional corporate backed long
term care, post acute and nursing
home model by providing access
to experienced consultants in the
industry with talents to provide
comprehensive performance
reporting, and experienced
strategic guidance, as well as
offering nurse registry services all
through a uniquely flexible and
outrageously affordable structure.

Get in touch with us
today, to find out how
we can provide you
with solutions and

services that is tailored
to your specific needs.
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Your Leading
Provider of

Quality
Temp and
Permanent
Healthcare
Personnel

Why
Choose Us?

What 
We Offer

Synergy Healthcare Resources &
Solutions Group is a trusted name in
the long term healthcare industry. 

Our nurse registry services division
provide temporary and permanent
placement for nurses and non
licensed healthcare personnel. 

We have our very own registry and
maintain a large list of honest, high
level, and hardworking nursing
employees. Our employees
understand the importance and
expectation to perform their duties
at a high level of care to meet our
client's need.

You can request for our skilled and
experienced nurses directly using
our automated fulfillment system. 

We have a successful, outstanding,
and proven track record.

Full HR support, 24/7 service
Fully compliant & insured
Easy onboarding program
Highly trained, certified, and quality
candidates
Complete background check

Placement for CNA, LVN, RN, DON
interim, IP and DSD interim, Per
Diem MDS nurses
Automated fulfillment system

IV only and wound care nurses
available
Low fees / No upfront charge
No cancellation fee if cancel 

Daily shift reports for PBJ auditing 
Rapid fulfillment for all shifts 

       for all nurses

       2 hours prior to starting shift

       (Day, Evening, Noc)
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